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Hl!

We haven’t aet, but I've read of you and your interest in
the H89A in The Staunch 8/89er.
I’ve used ay H89 since 1979—still use HDOS—but no
*
I aa
replacing ay TL8 with a Mac SE/30 aotherboard....the H89's
CPU board 4 interface cards will then act as a decidedly sec
ondary "co-processor".
I don’t realistically expect to be
using/runmng HDOS auch aore in this Grey Ghost, but it’ll be
there when I want it—and, this way I’a not leaving ay H89
behind! (Lee Hart of TMS1 is doing the [conversion] work,
contact hia if ay approach interests you.)
The point is, I have a lot of stuff to unload. Discs, for
exaaple—I'll no longer be using hard-sector discs (actually,
I’ll be uisng Lee’s H1000 board as the H89’s 8/16-bit CPU
board, and I’ll be running soft-sector froa it). So, I
thought that I should return these [hardsector] discs to the
[8-bit] coaaunity...perhaps you can use thea, perhaps not—in
which case, please pass thea along! (Hardsector discs are
not that easily found nowadays, and nobody is writing HDOS
code!) [Oh, yes I aa! I’ll publish it Real Soon Now! — ed]
Most of the stuff on the [accoapanying discs I’ve sent
you] is Public Doaain. The saall fraction which way not be
PD you should try contacting the authors for their ok to use
their software. Otherwise, just erase the discs and re-use
thea.
Now, on another note: I have an extra H67 [Heath 8-bit
hard disc] which should work (it has a new H6/ drive ini it),
and another which is incoaplete but still good for parts.
I’ll help with the shipping—folks, I just want to find a
good hoae for soae pretty-hard-to-find gear. (Note: The H67
which should work doesn’t, and I just don’t know why not!)
I also have an H77 with two eighty-track half-height
drives plus various boards. Why not let ae know what you
need? Maybe I can help?! Again, I’ll help with the ship
ping...just want to do the "right thing" by soae pretty
special hardware.

MAILBOX

(w/hard disc). And thanks for the hardsector discs you sent;
three were original release discs (one Adventure gaae, 2
Heath dnve-systea test discs) and four were HDOS INITed but
otherwise blank. The blank discs aust have been soae you’d
had since "day one" because they didn’t have drive-hole reinforceaent rings installed. But that’s no problea, all halfheight drives do a auch better job of centering discs than
the original single-sided 40-trackers...in any case, we’ll
still be able to use thea, so thanks! -- ed]
Dear Mr Geisler,
As you can see I now have Calligraphy-II. I spoke with
Mike Krivalavek and he not only apologised for the delay in
its’ shipaent, but sent ae a FREE DOS version to aake up for
ay inconvenience. Nice!
I’a just now learning how to use the prograa's aany feat
ures (as you can see froa this letter). How about another
[Calligraphy-II] tutorial? [OK, Really Soon Now! — ed]
It was great talking with you as always. I learned a lot
froa our conversation about our old laaented friend, Heath
kit. [And] I did order two of their reaainmg kits, but not
the two I [really] wanted. I’ll try to write aore when I
learn to use Calligraphy-II; in the aeantiae, keep up the
good work!
HAROLD SEGAL, 3563 Aurora Circle, Meaphis, TN 38111

MARK HUNT, P 0 8ox 280, Ray 8rook, NY 12977; ph 518-523-1482

[Hey, Harold! Thanks for your follow-up letter on our phone
conversation last aonth. Froa the looks of your letter, you
have grasped soae of Calligraphy-II’s coaaand-structure
fundeaentals.
8ut one thing you seee to have aissed was
changing vertical line spaces when combining several parts of
a graphics "font
*
set into a coaplete iaage (cf top of your
letter’s page). Check the instructions and exaaples again to
see how that’s done. Also, when coabinmg different font
sizes on one line, be sure to include a closing punctuation
aark BEFORE the saae-line-continuation "V «ark, otherwise
sentences can be difficult to read and understand. — ed]

[Hey, Mark! Last we had heard froa you was a couple years
back when you’d gotten a job up in Alaska! And you’re right,
we haven't wet, but you were a fairly loyal subscriber to
this newsletter for about four years. Froa what I’a able to
gather froa your letter, you essentially decided to keep aost
of your H89's basic hardware virtually intact, and replaced
a few parts to aake it a bit aore "coapatible
*
with other
coaputers. Sort of having your cake, and eating it too, haa?
We went the other way, still using our H89 pretty auch as it
caae froa Heathkit but swapped the original CPU for D-G Elec
tronics’ Super89 CPU board. Gained a whole lot there! Me
also picked up a nearly-lOOi peesee coapatible H120 and a
Whole Bunch of peesee software with it which runs just fine
under Pat Swayne’s ZPC software eaulator utility. Presently
we have three coaputers running in one rooa, an H8 w/colour
aonitor 4 4-part stereo sound, this H89A, and the H120

Dear Lenny,
The story here is old news to your readers: we’re once again aoving. This tiae its to a new state and new weather.
I’ve accepted a coaputer-science instructor position at Green
River Coaaunity College in Auburn, NA., and I’a writing this
while surrounded by aany boxes, both packed, and eapty. The
eapties are getting fewer, and faailiar household iteas are
becoaing harder to locate every day. Move day is [scheduled
for] July 31st.
I hope that readers froa Washington can extend a welcoae
to ae even though I coae froa California! When I get settled
in the new location, I will try to get a B8S going.
Mean
while, I shall continue aonitoring the BBS in Blythe [CA] on
a weekly basis. A reainder for JOURNAL readers: There is a
selection of CP/M software on the PVC 8BS which I had been
operating. It’s nuaber is 619-922-3104; thus far I’ve not
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seen any HUGgers log onto it. [We’ll fix THAT Really Soon
Now! — ed]
Please write ae at ay new address [below] or, if in great
need, phone ae at 206-939-9705. That’s it for now....
/s/PETE
PETER SHKA8ARA, 31624 121st Avenue SE, Auburn, HA 98002
Dear Lenny,
It’s always nice to know that one has a “working vintage"
aachine (see attached clipping froa the San Francisco Exaainer).
SPRING SMITH, San Luis Obisco, CA

[Hey, Spring' You’re playing OUR song! I’ve copied the itea
and included it below for the pleasure of our other readers.
Thanks heaps, friend! -- ed]

MAILBOX

an old Helios 8-inch floppy add-on. I don’t know if any ever
worked. If you can’t get a SOL, then look for the faaous
Exidy Sorcer (circa 1978). It was SOL coapatible.
“Nobody should overlook a vintage 0sborne-l, an Apple-Ill,
a John Deere (yes, the tractor people), the old INSAI VDP-80
and VDP-40s, the IBM 5100 (the world’s slowest BASIC coaputer
also ran APL froa ROM), a Polyaorphic (preferably with the
three floppy drives), a Southwest Technical Products Coaputer, the original Heath [H-8] aachine, or any other pre-1980
aachine.
"Good luck and happy hunting."
[Readers, please send questions or coaaents to:
JOHN C
DVORAK, c/o SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER, P 0 8ox 7260, San
Francisco, CA 94120. They eight give our little "vintage
newsletter" tons of good publicity. And, who knows, we eight
even pick up a few new subscribers. Thanks again, Spring! —
ed]

SOFTWARE FOR SALE...

SOFTWARE FOR SALE...

SOFTWARE FOR SA

"ASK DVORAK — by John C Dvorak
"Where to start in collecting vintage PCs

"Q: A friend of aine was showing ae his old coaputer, an Al
tair with an Owl Monitor. I thought it was neat that he
still uses it. We were discussing the itea as soaething that
is collectible like an old Model T Ford. If you were going
to collect old personal coaputers, which would you suggest?—
8 Bennett
"A: I wonder how long it will be before these old aachines
becoae valuable. The personal coaputer scene officially be
gan in 1975. So we've been at it 17 years. It's not a long
tiae, but auch of its’ history is already lost. By this, I
aean that aany of the collectible coaputers of yore are gone
forever.
This is our last chance to start a collection of
early aachines.
"The preaier aachine to collect is the old Apple-1 which
isn’t really a coaputer, but a hokey card that the coaputer
hobbyist/aaniac pieced together and then regretted owning.
It's worth about $2,000 or aore already.
"We now have a last ditch opportunity to grab one or aore
of the old aachines for a collection. Ideally, it should be
in working condition. Hy pick to click is the old SOL-20
coapter (circa 1977), a aachine that should have knocked
Apple off the block except for one or two things:
one, it
wasn’t in color; two, the coapany was poorly aanaged.
"The best add-on for the SOL-20 was a Northstar 5-1/4-inch
floppy.
Northstar was the first coapany to use the 5-1/4inch floppy for a saall coaputer. The thing required hardsectored diskettes that had ten holes in thea. The storage
capacity was 70 kilobytes.
A double-density controller
released a few years later provided 140 K!
"The real collectors itea, though, to go with a SOL-20, is

CP/M HARD SECTOR
CP/M 2.2.04 Distribution discs $3.00 CP/M utilities
EASY APPOINTMENT w/MANUAL
8.00 Calender appointaent
procesor saves, prints
daily appointaents
2.00 printer coaaand utus
DESPOUL w/MANURL
BIOS-80 DISCS w/MANUAL
5.00 BIOS for double-sided
hardsector drives
3.00 Heath aodea software
CPS w/MANUAL
3.00 aail-listing software
MAIL LIST w/MANUAL
3.00 aodify prograas 4 text
TEXT PROCESSOR w/MANUAL
3.00 creates graphs, charts
X-8AR PLOT w/MANUAL
SNAP w/MANUAL
3.00 screen note 4 print
3.00 coaputer chess gaae
MYCHESS w/MANUAL
8.00 prograaaing package
M8ASIC-80 w/MANUAL
3.00 recipies database pga
COMPUTER CHEF w/MANUAL
WHAT’S FOR DINNER? w/MANUAL
5.00 aore "CHEF" recipies
SUPERSORT w/MANUAL
15.00 extensive sorting pga
DATASTAR w/MANUAL
15.00 fora generator prograa
15.00 great spread-sheet pga
SUPERCALC w/MANUAL
JUPITER w/MANUAL
15.00 easy-to-use database
LOG BOOK
3.00 radio haa log book pga
KEYMAP FOR WORDSTAR w/MANUAL
2.00 patch for Wordstar to
use keypad arrow keys
2.00 siaple spread sheet
CHEAPCALC
SETUP DISC (distribution disc) 3.00 sets up 89 for printer
10.00 factory-new 10 in box
8RAND-NAME HARD-SECTOR DISCS
5.00 for ten—aimaua order
MIXED NAMES HARD-SECTOR DISCS
“ (oo)—

SOFTWARE FOR SALE...
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—> continued on next page <—
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4-SALE, Continued....

CP/M SOFT-SECTOR SOFTWARE
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT w/MANUAL
LONG & LOUD x/MANUAL
DATEMATE w/MANUAL

REMBRANDT w/MANUAL
WORDSTAR 2.26 w/MANUAL
(includes MAILMERGE aanual)

$10.00 pilot-trainer simulator
15.00 banner 4 sideways dot■atnx printing utility
15.00 calendar appointaent
processor—save 4 print
personalised calendars
15.00 fancy grafix pkg for 89
6.00 word-processing package

HDOS HARD-SECTOR SOFTWARE

HDOS 2.0 DISTRIBUTION DISCS $
"PIE” FS EDITOR w/MANUAL
TEXT w/MANUAL
INTRO-BASIC PROGRAMMING w/MAN
GENERAL LEDGER w/MANUAL
CPM-HDOS/HDOS-CPM CONVERTER
UD.DVD w/MANUAL
TOUCH-TYPING TUTOR w/MANUAL
COMP-CHEF CHOCOLATE BYTES w
'DISC XIV'

6.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

set of 3 original discs
word 4 text editor
document foraatter pga
CA prograaaing course
8-bit accounting pkg
converts ASCII files
universal device driver
CA typing course
recipies database
aisc HDOS HUG software

&

4—SALE

end

Dear Lenny,
Here’s ay cheque for renewal. Sorry for the lateness but
it was due to ay trying to get ay aodified H89A back in busi
ness!
I finally installed the two thin drives, soft-sector con
troller, 4MHz [clock] eodification and 512k CDR RAM expansion
board. Now to put it all together again!

/s/JOE
JOSEPH GONZALEZ, Box 414426, Miaai Beach, FL 33141

[Hey there, Jose! Glad to hear that you’re getting your
aachine back in operating order. How about letting us know
how it works out for you with all that speed and extra aeaory. Here we have our D-G Super89 CPU card running at 4-aeg
clock speed, and its' RAM-disc feature helps us load and
unload programs “in the twinkling of an eye
* —or aaybe
faster! Also, when we run CP/M, the S-89 has a RAM printer
buffer which automatically engages, and that lets us do other
jobs without having to wait for the printer to finish—it
just chugs along in the background. Actually, this setup is
soaewhat faster (and a whole lot easier to use) than how our
H120 printer output works under CP/M-85 or MS-DOS 3.1. (I’ll
soaeday eventually learn all that aachine's ins 4 outs....... )
But do keep in touch! — ed]

ANOTHER COLOSSAL COMPUTER SALE IN OCTOBER...ARE YOU READY?!

NOTE: $25 buys above HDOS software plus "SIX DRIVES" floppy
expansion package for H8 or H89 hard-sector interface card,
and five additional discs of aystery HDOS software—shipping
is included.

HARDWARE

qty
1
1
2
2
1
1

description
price
Full ht 96tpi '80trk' drive
$45.00
l/2ht 96tpi w/full face drive 55.00
60.00 ea
l/2ht 96tpi w/l/2ht w/ff '
l/2ht 48tpi ’40trk' drives
45.00 ea
H77 Dual Drive cabinet
15.00
H77 cabinet slightly daeaged
8.00

SHIPPING AND HANDLING

SOFTWARE (PROGRAMMES) DISCS, 1 to 3, $1.50 total
4-up, free
DISC DRIVES
$5.00 1, up
H77 Cabinet
$7.00 1, up
CONTACT: TOM SLAVIK, 5205 Links Drive, Naco, TX 76708; phone
817-754-5164

The Jewish Coaaunity Center of Washtenaw County is holding
another "Colossal Coaputer Sale" on 4-0ct-92 for the bemfit
of their preschoolers. All proceeds will be used to purchase
necessary instructional iteas for use by little kids in preand grade-school classes at the Center.
This charitible event is repeated three time a year, and
really does help lots in replacing “consuaables
*
such as cra
yons, paper, chalk, pencils, aodelling clay and the like
which are used by the kids in their classes.

So here’s a chance for you to help soae little kid get a
good start in life by your either attending the Sale, or do
nating useable coaputer books, parts, etc. Even better, you
could rent a table and sell off soae of that surplus 'stuff'
you have been accuaulating for the past decade or two! Just
think of all the space you’d gain, not to aention the fun you
certainly will have!
For acre inforaation, watch for a big announceaent to run
in this space Real Soon Now! Or, call the Jewish Coaaunity
Center at 313-971-0990, M-F, 9aa - 4pa. Tell 'ea Lenny sent
you and get special service! You can’t iaagine what a good
time you’ll be aissing if you don’t get in on this Colossal
Sale! Adaission is just $3 for the entire day (9am - 4pm).
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SUNNING EXTENDED 8ENTON-HARBOR BASIC
or
to Use and Learn to Love This Venerable Language
by
Leonard E Geisler

So I’m old fashioned—SO WHAT! I learned to get along in
"BH BASIC" long before I could afford to buy MICROSOFT BASIC,
and didn’t have many problems with it. Probably because I’d
learned how to run Tiny BASIC on ay Heathkit ET34OO nicroprooessor trainer (it cane on a chip within the ET3400 4000k
aeaory expansion unit). 8H BASIC works such faster at many
tasks than HBASIC does, even though it only has two-place
computational (math) accuracy. My copy ran just fine as re
ceived, but Pat Swayne (and others) wrote several neat pat
ches and published thee in REMark, so I just had to try them
all out. Whaddayano?! They all worked just fine, and I was
able to edit prograss and do other neat stuff, such as LOAD a
program instead of OLDing it.
1’11 reproduce Pat’s BH
patches in future editions so that you say have as such fun
as 1 had putting the
*
into use.
Now as to BH BASIC’s command structure, I’ve prepared a
series of major BH commands we’ll use this sonth for writing
a few simple example progress. They should give you a good
"feel" for prograosing in a "high-level language". Also they
say sake you feel pretty good if any of your prograss runs
properly right away.
But first, dig out that 8H BASIC SYSTEM DISC you sade a
while back, boot it up and check the directory. Make sure it
has BASIC.ABS on it as well as LP.DVD. (You’ll need LP.DVD
in order to print out a listing of your program to cospare
with ours later.)
Load BASIC by entering:

of"

T he

-l- 5 5 ♦-

GANG

You should see the answers "3" and "8" printed out as
shown.
This tells you BASIC and HDDS are working ok. Now
let’s try subtraction. Enter:
♦PRINT 10-3<CR>
7
t

See, the answer came out correctly as "7" (unless you
didn't enter the problem properly).
Now enter:

♦PRINT "HEATH" + “ " + "COMPUTER"<CR>
HEATH COMPUTER
a
This shows that you can add two ASCII (letter) strings the
same as if they are digits (but they must be enclosed in
quotes). This comes in handy where you need word and number
combinations, as in a game or financial program for example.

Thus far we’ve been working in COMMAND MODE. Whatever you
tell BASIC to do it does it and goes back to sleep until you
give it another job to do. Well, let’s do that. Enter this
command string and see what happens:
♦FOR I = 1 TO 3;PRINT "HI, THERE!";NEXT I<CR>
HI, THERE!
HI, THERE!
HI, THERE!
t

Wasn’t that fun?!

RUN SASIC<cr>

(We're assusing you've only
one drive here.)

BASIC should sign on with this sassage:

BASIC is very handy to use in the COMMAND MODE. You don't
need to write programs to solve problems because it can do it
for you pretty much the same as a digital calculator. Here’s
an example of an algebra-type problem you can try:

EXTENDED BENTON HARBOR BASIC 111.00.00

Note: BASIC uses the asterisk (*) as its’ prospt. Don’t
worry if your BASIC has a different serial number, it’ll run.

♦PRINT L2/6»4=<CR>
8
*

(Note:

means "multiply")

And another, more complex one:

To begin our exercise, let’s try a few commands and see if
BASIC likes ’em. Enter (after the asterisk):
♦PRINT 3<CR>
3
x
♦PRINT 3+5<CR>
8
t

(DON'T ENTER

OR "<CR>"; HIT RETURN KEY)

♦PRINT 6+4
*3'
‘2=<CR>
42
t

(Note:

means "exponentiation")

Now try the same problem but enclose the parts in parenthethes, thus:
(6+4)»(3'2) and run it. What was your
answer? It should have come out as 42, the same as the first
example. Parenthethes are handy in math work because they
compartmentalise problem elements and eliminate confusion.
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Suiting up ihat we’ve learned thus far, we’ve found that
8ASIC perforis arithietic operations in this sequential
order:
1- Parentheses have top priority in any calculation; that
is, any expression in parentheses is evaluated before any ex
pression not in parentheses.
2- Without parentheses, the order of priority is:
a. "Unary unus" and NOT have equal priority
b. Exponentiation proceeds froi left to right
c. Multiplication and division have equal priority
and proceed froi left to right
d. Additon and subtraction have equal priority and
proceed froi left to right
3- If rules in either 1 or 2 do not clearly designate order
of priority, evaluation of expresion proceeds froi left to
right.
Exaiple: The expression 2A3A2 evaluates froi left to right:
Step 1. 2A3 = 8 (leftiost exptn has highest priority)
Step 2. 8A2 ■ 64 (answer)
Check the above out by entering:
‘PRINT 2A3‘ <CR>
8
(answer)
x

‘PRINT 8A2= <CR>
64
(answer)
‘PRINT 2A3A2: <CR>
64
(answer)
»_
(By golly, it worked!)
Now we'll check out division. This expression--12/6‘4-evaluates froi left to right since lultiplicaton and division
have equal priority. Check it out by entering:
‘PRINT 12/6= <CR>
(division is left-iost operator)
2

GANG

are evaluating expressions (or trying to explain something
abstruse) because they coipartientalise a problei’s eleients.
Which of these two identical expressions are tore quickly
grasped?
1.
2.

D‘EA2/4+E/C‘AA2
((D‘(EA2))/4)+((E/C)
*(A

A2))

(Don’t try this in 8H BASIC unless you substitute nuibers
for the algebra because you’ll get a SYNTAX ERROR lessage!)
Note: You lay also separate parts of expressions with
blanks to lake thei easier to read; BH BASIC ignores the
*
except when they’re part of a quotation-iark enclosed string.
Let’s see; we’ve discussed addition, subtraction, Multi
plication, and expontentiation in a rather sketchy lanner.
Also, we’ve rather sneakily shown you soie examples of COM
MAND MODE.
But the lain idea is to give you enough illus
trative exaiples of 8H BASIC prograning techniques that you
should be able to work out suple programs for yourself. So,
we'll now proceed to give you a few tore. Here’s a list of
BH BASIC Relational Operators:

ALGEBRAIC BASIC
SYMBOL
SYMBOL

<

<

>
>

< :
>
> :
< >

i

MEANING

EXAMPLE
A : B
A < B
A < : B
A > B
A > = B
A < > B

A
A
A
A
A
A

is
is
is
is
is
is

equal to B
less than 8
less than or
greater than
greater than
not equal to

equal to B
B
or equals 8
8

Note: Syibols :<, =>, and >< are not accepted and BASIC
generates a "syntax error" lessage if they are used.

t

PRINT 2»4-- <CR>
8
(answer)
*
‘PRINT 12/6‘4 <CR>
8
(answer)
*_
(This worked too!)
Parentheses lay be nested (sets of parentheses enclosing
other sets).
Expression in the inneriost set is evaluated
first, the next inneriost left-justified set is second, and
so on until all parenthetical expressions are evaluated. In
this exaiple:
‘PRINT 6 » ((2A3+4)/3)
evaluates thusly (you won’t see it on the ternnal, but it
does):
Step 1. 2A3=8
Step 2. 8+4=12
Step 3. 12/3=4
Step 4. 4*6=24
Break the problei down then try it yourself to see that it
works.
Parentheses also can prevent confusion or doubt when you

Here’s how we use relational operators:

‘PRINT 3<4 <CR>
65535
t

(true)
(indicating eaxiiui coiputation)

‘PRINT 4<3 <CR>
0

(false)
(does notcoipute)

The Boolean Operators (invented by a drunken Irish iatheietician):
OR
The OR operator perfores a Boolean OR on the two integer
operands (which lust lie in the range of zero to 65535) and
converts thei to 16-bit binary nuibers. The 16-bit OR is ap
plied and the computational result is returned to the equiv
alent interger representation. (Pretty hairy isn’t it?! But
let’s plow onward, there’s tore!)
As the Boolean value
chosen to represent true (65535) and false (zero--or 0), the
OR operator iipeients a standard truth table OR function.
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For exaaple:
’PRINT 132 OR 255 <CR>
255

GANG !

■+■ 5 5 -+-

string contains letters, nuabers, blanks, or any coabination
of the saae, but it aay not exceed 255 characters!
The
blank, bell, fora-feed, and TAB are considered to be printing
characters.

00000000 10000100 132
00000000 11111111 255

00000000 11111111 255
and
‘PRINT (3>2) OR (4>9) <CR>
65535

AND
This anthwetic coaaand perforas what is teraed a “logical
Boolean AND
*
operation on two integer operands which aust lie
in the range of zero to 65535. The two integers are convert
ed into 16-bit binary nuabers, then they are ANDed. The
result of this operation is then returned to the equivalent
integer digits. Note: The AND operator tests the operands
against a standard AND truth table on the values true (65535)
AND false (zero); see exaaple beloa:
00000000 10000100 132
00000000 11111111 255

‘PRINT 132 AND 255 <CR>
132

________

i

___

00000000 10000100 132
‘PRINT (3>2) AND <9<7) <CR>
65535
t

•
NOT
This is the Boolean negation operator, it converts the
nuaenc value of a variable into a 16-bit Boolean data value,
each bit is inverted, and the 16-bit binary nuaber is restor
ed to nuaenc data. Here’s an exaaple “froa the book":
‘PRINT NOT 0 <CR>
65535
t

0 : 00000000 00000000 and
65535 11111111 11111111

String Variables
The dollar ($) sign, following a variable naae indicates a
string variable.
For exaaple, 8$ and L6$ are string vari
ables. Here's an exaaple of how the variable 8$ is used:
‘8$ ' "HI!": PRINT 8$ <CR>
HI!
x

Note: Don’t confuse a letter variable with a string var
iable such as B$. They’re quite different critters!
An array naae followed by a dollar sign ($) indicates that
the diaensioned variable is a string. Exaaple:

L$(n)
D$(a,n)

A2$(n)
Hl$(a,n)

Nuabers within the parentheses are called subscripts and
indicate locations within the array. (More on that later.)
The saae variable can be used as a nuaeric variable and as
a string variable in one prograa. For exaaple, each of these
is a different variable:
B

STRING MANIPULATION
Here’s where we get into the fun part of BH BASIC! BASIC
is capable of aanipulating string inforaation to let you
achieve aany interesting and valuable affects which will help
non-coaputer types better appreciate what you’re doing. We
have several short routines lurking in the background which
you aay copy and run, but to know what you’re doing, you MUST
continue reading this text!
What’s a “string
*?
It’s a sequence of characters treated
as a single unit of an expression. It aay be coaposed of al
phameric and other printing characters.
An alphanuaenc

B(n)

8$

8$(a,n)

But these below are illegal because they’re double declar
ations of the saae variable:

A$(n)
This is pretty confusing stuff to lots of ordinary folk
but we’re asking you to stick with us for a bit longer.
We’ll give you a few short 8H BASIC prograas which you aay
copy and run to see what all this aath jargon is really
trying to tell us in PLAIN ENGLISH! Really, BASIC is a very
handy itea to have in your software tools box and know how to
use. It aon’t hurt you to understand it, that knowledge can
help you be a better coaputerist. Honest!

are single-diaensioned variables
are aultiple-diaensioned variables

A$(n,a)

(can’t have TWO “n“ values!)

String arrays are defined with a diaension (DIN) stateaent
in the saae Banner that nuaerical arrays are defined:
00020 DIN A$(4)
00030 A$(O)="SY1:PAYROL1.BAS"
00040 A$(1)="SY1:PAYR0L2.BAS’

etc.

String Operators
Extended 8H BASIC gives you the ability to aampulate
strings. Back at the start of this edition we showed you how
to Concantenate (a fancy word weaning "add", or “connect") a
string using
You can also use relational aatheaatical
operators for strings to indicate alphabetic sequence where
each character’s ASCII value deteraines it’s worth when
coapared with other ASCII characters in any coabination. This
is best shown by a couple exaaples:
‘PRINT "ABC" < “DEF" <CR>
65536

(Relation shown is true)
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»PRINT "ABC' > "ABCD" <CR>
0

(Relation is false--'ABC" is
less than “A8CD")

Note: Trailing blanks in any string comparison are NOT ig
nored. Exaaple:
tPRINT "CDE
*
-- 'CDE ’ <CR>
0

(Statement is false because
blank after 2nd E is a null
character)

This table indicates how relational operators are used
with string variables in Extended 8H BASIC.
OPERATOR

EXAMPLE
AS : 8S

<

AS < B$

>
<:
>:
< >

AS > 8$
AS < - 8$
AS > = BS
AS < > BS

MEANING
AS and 8$ are alphabetically
equal
AS is alphabetically less
than 8$
AS is greater than B$
AS equals or is less than 8$
AS equals or greater than BS
AS and B$ are not equal

COMMAND MODE
Using the Coaaand Mode for Statement Execution
Early on in this installment we gave a couple examples of
Coeeand Mode which aakes 8ASIC an extreiely powerful (desk
top) calculator. In aany applications this is aore than ade
quate, but if you oust do the saae type of aatheaatical man
ipulations a nuaber of tines on different values, a prograa
is auch better. It reduces the nuaber of repetitive key
strokes and thereby tends to help avoid operator’s errors.

In Coaaand Mode BASIC iaaediately executes stateaents, but
in a prograa, line nuabers are required so that BASIC will go
through each coaaand in strict sequence. To illustrate:
10 PRINT ‘THIS IS A COMPUTER' <CR>

is NOT executed when entered at the keyboard. Can you guess
why not? But the stateaent:

»PRINT 'THIS IS A HEATH COMPUTER' <CR>
is iaaediately printed onscreen as soon as the RETURN key is
pressed. Why is that?
Furthermore, the Command Mode of operation is useful in
prograa debugging and performing simple calculations which do
not justify writing a coaplete prograa.
For exaaple, to make prograa de-bugging easier, you may
place STOP stateaents anywhere you desire within the prograa.
When you RUN the prograa, BASIC will STOP and print an error
aessage onscreen. This is perfectly noraal and you nay then

"-F5 5-F

on Real Soon Now...)
work on whatever bug the program has while execution is held
back by the STOP. Then you can tell BASIC CONTINUE <CR>, and
it does so until it hits the next STOP.
You aay also use a G0SU8 or IF coaaand to direct BASIC to
a STOP. In such cases, any variables assigned earlier in the
prograa remain intact. If you want to reset any values, you
can use SCRATCH, CLEAR, or another RUN coaaand.
While in Coaaand Mode you nay place multiple stateaents on
a single line. Here’s an example:
«B : 2:PRINT 8:PRINT 8 + 1 <CR>
2
3
t

You aay also use prograa loops in Coaaand Mode. For example, suppose you need to produce a table of squares; here
is how you’d do it:
»FOR A = 1 TO 10-.PRINT A,A « A-.NEXT A <CR>
1
I
4
2
3
9
4
16
5
25
6
36
1
49
8
64
9
81
100
10
i

Some stateaents cannot be used in Coaaand Mode. For exaa
ple, INPUT isn’t available and if used aakes BASIC rebuke you
sharply by printing 'Illegal Usage
*
onscreen. (I have had ay
share of those....)
BASIC STATEMENTS
A prograa is coaposed of one or aore lines or "stateaents
*
instructing BASIC to carry out sone function, such as solve a
problem. Each program line begins with a line nuaber
identifying the line and its’ stateaent. Line nuabers indi
cate the order in which stateaents are to be executed. Each
stateaent starts with an English word specifying the opera
tion to be performed. Single stateaents are terainated with
the RETURN key, while aultiple statements are separated by a
colon (:), with the last stateaent ending with the RETURN
key.
A DATA stateaent is not allowed to share a line with
other prograa stateaents.
Line Nuabers
An integer (or whole deciaal) nuaber begins each line in a
BASIC prograa.
BASIC executes the prograa stateaents in
nuaerical sequence regardless of the input order. Stateaent
nuabers aust lie in the range of one to 65,534. It is
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customary (and good programming practice) to nuiber lines in
increments of five or ten to allow insertion of forgotten or
additional statements when de-bugging the program.
The length of a BH BASIC statement must not exceed one
line since there is no established way to continue a state
ment on a following line. But multiple statements may be
written on a single line as long as they are separated by
colons (:) as in the second example below:

10 PRINT ‘VALUES', A, A+l

is a single line print statement
whereas
20 LET A=L2: PRINT A,A+l,A+2
is a line with two statements—
LET and PRINT

Virtually all statements can be used anywhere in a multi
ple statement line. But there are a few exceptions which me
shall discuss later. Note: Only the first statement on a
line can have a line number, and program control cannot be
transferred to a statement WITHIN a line, only to the line’s
beginning.
Every time you type a statement with a line number, BASIC
performs some simple syntactical checks before inserting the
line into your program. BASIC checks all keywords for cor
rect spelling and translates them to capital letters (if you
have forgotten io press the CAPS LOCK Key aown).
it also
makes sure that all function calls are immediately followed
by an open or left parenthesis "(
*,
and makes several other
checks of the line for simple syntax errors. If the line is
incorrect, the "SYNTAX ERROR" message will appear onscreen
and the line will be ignored. Do not think BASIC will catch
every error as you type it, but it will detect an error later
when you execute the program. Then it’s up to you to fix it.
Note: You can catch errors early while writing a program
by inserting STOP statements every so often in the program
listing such as this example:
»PRINT "ERROR-STOP txx
*:STOP<CR>

”

ENO,

(xx may be any number of
choice to help identify a
particulary sticky area)

STATEMENT TYPES
BENTON HAR80R BASIC supports three different types of
statements:
1- Command Node statements, used for loading
programs, erasing memory, and other functions directing
BASIC’s activities; 2- Statements valid as both commands or
within a program; 3- Statements valid only within a program.
These last may not be used in the command mode. Most state
ments fall into the 2nd category which means they may appear
within a progam or be typed directly in command mode for
immediate execution. But soae statements valid in both modes
may not work in both modes.
BASIC was designed to allow maximum versatility in its’
structure.
Thus, almost everywhere BASIC requires a nuiber

5 5

GANG "

or a string it allows a numeric or string expression.
For
example, you could cause the SIN of 3 to be printed by
entering:
»PRINT SIN(6/2)<CR>
and so on....
COMMAND MODE STATEMENTS
Command Mode statements can’t be used within a program.
For example, RUN cannot be used to make a program self
starting. If you tried to enter in into a program, you’d
immediately get an "Illegal Usage' error message!
BUILD is used to insert or replace program lines. Try out
this example:

*BUILD 100,10 <CR>
100 PRINT ‘LINE 100’ <CR>
110 PRINT "LINE 110" <CR>
120 PRINT ‘LINE 120" <CR>
130 <AC>

(Hold down CTRL and press C
key to exit BUILD)

»LIST <CR>
100 PRINT "LINE 100"
110 PRINT "LINE 110"
120 PRINT "LINE 120"
x

You can now enter RUN and see BASIC print out:
LINE 100
LINE 110
LINE 120
t

Note that BASIC ends this program run at a very high line
number which you didn’t enter.
Let’s suppose you have just finished writing and checking
out a program and want to wrap up things for the night. It
is quite important that you first save all your work and THEN
exit by entering BYE, otherwise your labor will vanish into
digital eternity! Also, it’s important to place a REM state
ment at the head of your program so that you know what it’s
supposed to do later. Here's an example to enter:

«01 REM ... TEST.BAS<CR>
»LIST 1,1O<CR>
00001 REM ... TEST.8AS
00010 PRINT "TEST.BAS TESTS A NUMBER OF COMMAND EXAMPLES"
»_
(If satisfied with the program, send it to
disc with this command:)
’SAVE "TEST'<CR>

(or SAVE "SY1:TEST"<CR> if 2 drives)

Enter BYE<CR>, answer YES<CR> to BASIC’s SURE?, and you
are back in HDOS.
[More in our next exciting edition...!]
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and H/Z computer parts, support, publishes “H-SCOOP”
newsletter, runs 24-hr BBS—HANK’S A REALLY GOOD GUY!

"> EIGHT-BIT SOURCES, SERVICES, and VENDOR DIRECTORY C=

-> Listing last updated on 4 July, 1992 <-

CDR SYSTEMS, Inc., 7171 Ronson Road, San Diego, CA 92111; ph:
619-560-1272, 9a-5p Pacific Tiae Zone—ask for Herean....
Chalfant, Rick, 100 Bayberry Drive, Springboro, OH 45066; ph
513-748-1344. H/Z89s, aisc parts. Usually RECORD-A-FONE

SIGMASOFT 4 SYSTEMS, 2433 Winterstone Drive, Dallas TX 750237818; 214-596
*0116
(Central Tiee Zone)—Clay Montgoeery—
hardware/penpherals efgr, software publisher, hard
ware 4 tech support, RAM drives, Hi-Res grafix addons
for H/Z89S. Catalog 4 help; A ^FANTASTIC
*
GOOD GUY!

D-G ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS Co., 700 S Armstrong, Denison, TX
75020; phone 903-465-7805 (Central Tiee). Bruce Denton,
pres. Service 4 advice available, also H8 and H/Z89
hardware at clearance prices; call for details.
--> Bruce is A « Certified « YOU-BETCHA GOOD GUY! <--

SKYCASTLE COMPUTER PRODUCTS, 8ox 1412, San Carlos, CA 94070;
*
510-254-3271
after 6pe Pacific Coast tiee—ask for Mike.
Calligraphy-II, a FANTASTIC dot-eatrix grafix printer
software utility. Couldn’t publish the SE8HC JOURNAL
without it! MIKE’S A REALLY-SUPER GOOD GUY!
* New Phone Nueber

DISK MOVERS, 8534 McComck Blvd, Skokie, IL 60076; phone
708-679-3727 (Central Tiae)--ask for Minaa. Fair priced
bulk HARD 4 Soft-sector discs for our H/Z 8-Bit
tachines. "VERY NICE, VERY HELPFUL PEOPLE.'

TMSI/LEE HART, 323 West 19th Street, Holland, Ml 49423; phone
616-396-5085 (evenings, weekends—usually). Misc. 8-bit
hardware itees, hardware/software support for '89/90
users.
'LEE’S A NICE GUY 4 TOP-NOTCH ENGINEER!'

GOLDSMITH SURPLUS, 2107 N Adaas/PO Box 18676, Indianapolis,
IN 46218; 317-545-4747, ask for Phil or Eric. Dealers
in "Alaost Any Surplus Material You Have (or Need)
*!

ICE...

HOYLE 4 HOYLE SOFTWARE, 111 Sparrow Drive, Isle of Pales, SC
29451. No longer in business, but SEBHC JOURNAL shall oe
carrying HDOS, CP/M 4 MS-DOS versions of QUERYI2 k 3,
Real Soon Now. HATCH THIS SPACE FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS!
LINDLEY SYSTEMS, 8139 E Mawson, Mesa, AZ 85207 - phone:
602-380-9175. Scads of neat 8-bit software. Ask Bob or
Bill Lindley for a catalogue. 'REALLY FINE FELLOWS!'
MAGNOLIA MICROSYSTEMS, 2818 Thorndyke Avenue West, Seattle,
WA 98199; phone 206-285-7266 (Pacific Tiee).
Special
eeeory upgrades and op-systees for H/Z89s 4 90s.
Quite trustworthy people (but soeewhat slow, we've
heard).
MICRO COMPUTER REPAIR SERVICE, 2308 Industrial Highway, Ste C
Ann Arbor, MI 48104; ph 313-663-3646. FLOPPY DISC DRIVE
REPAIRS k SALES. Ask for Mike Morris, 'A SUPER GUY'!

MICRONICS TECHNOLOGY, Suite 159, 54 Dalrada Road, Montgoeery,
AL 36109; phone 205-244-1597 voice, 205-244-0192 bbs CT2
Darrell C Pelan, pres. Soft 4 Hardware, '89 hardiscs
Catalogue 4 8-bit help available. A REALLY GOOD GUY!
New Orleans Data General Services, 7230 Chadbourne Drive,
New Orleans, LA 70126; phone 504-241-9388— "Dave" gives
H/Z8/89 colour, sound & eusic board tech advice only.

QUIKDATA COMPUTER SERVICES, Inc., 2618 Penn Circle, Sheboygan
WI 5308'.; 414-452-4172; Henry Fale 'Folley', afgr, sales

SPECIAL NOTICE...

SPECIAL NOTICE...

SPECIAL NOTI

Publication of the JOURNAL has unfortunately been held up
by two root canal procedures and a very painful back injury
experienced by your editor. He expects to be back in nearlynew operating condition Real Soon Now, and will strive to get
the JOURNAL back on schedule before the end of September (we
hope!).
Other news:
With the dense of REMark, all that news-letter’s staff
has been dispersed to the four winds. To lake the transition
to a new position easier, Pat Swayne has donated all his 8bit software aaster discs to The SE8HC JOURNAL and STAUNCH
8/89er newsletters. Pat told us that we aay consider these
HUG prograas public doaain for all intents and purposes and
to dispose of thea as we see fit. Kirk Thoapson and your
editor will set up a full catalogue of all the discs donated
by Pat and we shall publish it in both our newsletters As
Soon As Possible for benifit of all our subscriber!

Note: Sale proceeds of the above-aentioned foraer HUG
software iteas will be shared with Pat Swayne to help in
relocating his faaily upon news of his securing that new
position...
A personal note: Pat, thanks for all that nifty stuff you
so generously aade available to us die-hard 8-8ITers! And we
do hope you get the best possible job in the world, Really,
REALLY SOON Now! - ed
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FIBRE-SOUND SEBHC JOURNAL BACK-ISSUE VOLUMES
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is received in or before August, 1999 you’ll get another full
year. Label top line would then read <* 999> ends Aug-2000".

Catalog No.
Description
P$H-included Price
V-I (Voluee I, Nos 1 thru 12) Aug-86 -- Jul-87
$22.50
V-II (Voluee II, Nos 1 thru 12) Aug-87 - Jul-88
$22.50
V-III (Voluee III, Nos 1 thru 12) Aug-88 — Jul-89
$22.50
V-IV (Voluee IV, Nos 1 thru 12) Aug-89 -- Jul-90
$22.50
V-V (Voluee V, Nos 1 thru 12) Aug-90 -- Jul-91
$22.50
Any TWO Voluees (save $4.50—NET price) $40.50!!!
HPCPIOS 40trk ss, ss HDOS 2.0 'Prograeeer's CARE Package
*
V-PLUS - All FIVE coeplete Voluees 15.51 OFF, NET - $95.00
All Text-Only voluees on floppy discs Available Real Soon.

:-> The Journal's Own SOFTWARE DISCS

Order No.
Description
CGDtOS 40trk ss, ss CP/M-80 Gates I Utils
CGDIOH 40trk ss HARD-sector CP/M-80 G I U
Disc 10 (Misc .A8S k BAS

P4H included Price
Disc to...... $ 6.96
Disc 10...... $7.96
utilities)..$ 3.00

«« SPECIAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR SUBSCRIPTION «

HPCPtOH 40trk ss HARD-sector HDOS 2.0 ‘Prgrar’s CARE
*.
.$ 3.66
CTXTS CP/M 40trk ss.ss TeXT PROcessor Progranne, coeplete
with DEMO prograw L on-disc aanual...... $29.95
CTXTH CP/M 2-HARD-sector discs w/TeXT PRO as above ..$30.95
--> When Placing Order, Please:
1 - Pay ONLY by US Dollar Cheques or Money Orders.
2 - Allow about four weeks for single back-issues.
3 - Allow 5-30 days for discs, software k bound voluees.
4 - Use order blank below; list catalog nuaber price and
quantity of each itea, and aail it with payaent.
5 - Include LATEST issue’s aailing label with ANY order!

All nee subscriptions start the eonth following receipt of
subs blank. Renewals continue froe expiration eonth; Exanple:
address label top line reads *<999> exp Aug-99
*.
If renewal

Note: We appreciate receiving, reading, t printing subscri
ber's letters concerned with H/Z 8-bit probleas t cures. And
we want you to send articles which we’ll publish REALLY SOON!

RENEWALS or NEW One or Teo Year SUBSCRIPTIONS
Order
Order
Order
Order

No. R-l
No. A-l
No. R-2
No. A-2

- One Year Subscription, USA I FOREIGN
= AIR MAIL FOREIGN ONLY lyr Subscription
= Regular Teo Year Subscription.............
= AIR MAIL FOREIGN ONLY 2yr Subscription

$24.00
$35.00
$44.00
$55.00

--------- > Detach before filling out & mailing... <----------------The

S

cs r i p> t i on

&

Order

Bla.nk

Name_________________

Item

Mailing Address

[

]

[

J

$

$

[

)

[

J

$

$

[

1 [

1

$

$

[

1 I

1

$

$

[

]

[

1

$

$

I___ J

$

$______

1

$

$

[___ J

$

$

City

State/Prov
Zip/PO Code

Country

Phone number(s)
H/Z Computer:

H8[_J

H89[_]

H90[_]

Oper Sys: HDOS Ver
CP/M Ver
Other (ZCPR, etc.)__
Computer used mainly for

Qty

No.

[____ ____ 1

[

] [

L____ ____ 1

Total

Price ea

Favourite Programming Lanugage(s)___
Total of this order:
$
______________________________________
Please, NO C.O.D. orders!
=> Please Pay by Cheque or Money Order Made Out to: L E Geisler <=
NOTE—Only bound back issues of Volumes I thru V are now available!
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER!
Rev 1910630
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* The SEBHC JOURNAL is published once a aonth and strives to
be nailed by the 20th of a aonth—soaetiaes we aake it! Advt
deadline, 10th of each aonth, holidays 4 "AOGs" peraitting.

» Subscriptions: $24.00/year in Canada, Mexico, USA and its'
possessions. All subscriptions are aailed FIRST CLASS. Sub
scriptions start the aonth following order receipt.
PLEASE
MAKE CHEQUES or HONEY ORDERS PAYABLE TO L E GEISLER, NOT ’the
JOURNAL" or "SE8HC". Current back-issue copies are available
at $2.50 each. See order blank for bound voluae discounts.
* Subscribers are autoaatically Society of Eight-Bit Heath
Coaputerists aeabers.
Header's subscription nuaber and
expiration are clearly printed on nailing labels. The three
aeaber classes are: REGULAR (voting H/Z 8-bit user) ADVER
TISING (one vote/vendor) and ASSOCIATE (non-8-bit coaputerist, library, etc.). REGULAR aeabers can hold any elective
Society office. ASSOCIATE aeabers cannot hold office or
vote. The Society’s official yearly aeeting place I tiae HAY
BE announced in the July JOURNAL. If it is advance registra
tion rules shall be also announced in the sane edition....

* All advertising is printed Free Of Charge. Vendors: Please
do subait your B4N "caaera-ready" ad copy, 7"a x 9‘h (1 page
to an issue) no later than the 10th of aonth in which it's
scheduled to appear. All Society aeabers can run one new
free 250-word (aaxiaua) Unclassified Want Ad every aonth.
* All subsnbers/aeabers are urged to subait their H/Z-oriented coaputer articles on disc in standard ASCII foraat rather
than as hard copy. If a word needs to be eaphasised or
italicised please insert these syabols PRECEEDING the word:
[EMPH] for eaphasise, [ITAL] for italics. We’ll return your
disc after copying it and will gladly copy any SEBHC JOURNAL
software disc onto it. Note: Me can’t pay authors but we do
extend their subscription another year for a published
article.

* The SE8HC JOURNAL is coaposed, edited and published by L E
Geisler at 895 Starwick Drive, Ann Arbor, HI 48105. Phone
313-662-0750, 9aa—6pa Eastern Tine ONLY, Monday thru Friday.
Other tiaes (EMERGENCIES OHLY): 313-769-6052 (residence).
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